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liberate internal act of the will, but also manifested by some 
eternal act-i.e., the sin must be both external and internal. 

u II. Our Church has a&ways looked on heresy as a most grievous 
sin, not only because it is, like every other mortalsin, a grievous 
offence against God, as being a formal and deliberate rejection 
of his revealed truth sufficiently proposed, but also because it is 
directly opposed to, and utterly destructive of, the virtue of 
Divine faith, which we believe to be the 'root and foundation 
of all justification.' This is our fixed and sure doctrine; and I 
should look upon myself as guilty of prevarication if I attempted 
to soften it down or explain it away. By a universal law of the 
Church, the penalty of excommunication is attached to the sin oJ 
heresy, and is incurred ipso facto. 

" Ill. But it must be the sin of heresy. To incur the excom. 
munication, I must be a heretic in the eyes of God, otherwise I do 
not incur it. Now, a man may hold a heretical doctrine w itout 
being a heretic; because, for the sin of heresy, it is absolutely 
required, not only that the doctrine held be heretical, but that 
it be held with pertinacity. 

"IV. In order that a man should be guilty of this pertinacity, 
three conditions are required. First,-That the authority of 
the Church should be sutficiently proposed to him; that is, that 
he should have such evidence, proof, ground of belief that the 
Roman Catholic Church is the true Church, and has supreme 
authority in teachirng and defining, as should oblige him to sub. 
mit to her authority. Secondly,-That the actual doctrine or- 
definition of the Church should be proposed to him; that is, 
that he should have suqficient groundfor believing that such or 
such doctrine is defined, such or such errors condemned by the 
Church. These two conditions being supposed e.r parle intel- 
lectus (as our theologians phrase it), it is required, thirdly, ex 
parte voluntatis, that he dehberately' reject the authority of the 
Church so proposed to him, or deny that such or such do3trine 
is defined, having had the aforesaid ground for knowing that it 
is defined, or simply reject the doctrine so defined, or embrace 
the error so condemned. If any one of these three conditions 
be wanting, the man is not a heretic. Hence, if the authority 
of the Church be sufficiently proposed to him, or-as in the 
case of a Catholic-if he actually believes in it, but he is igno- 
rant that such or such a doctrine has been condemned, he is not 
a heretic for holding it. Again, if the fact of the condemnation 
has been sufficiently proposed to him, but not the authority of 
the Church, he is not a heretic. Again, if both the authority 
and the definition are sufficiently proposed, but he does not de- 
liberately oppose himself to either, he is not a heretic. if his 
ignorance be grievously culpable, he is guilty of a grievous sin 
in holding the heretical doctrine; but he is not guilty of the 
specific sin of heresy, and, therefore, does not incur the sen- 
tence of excommunication launched against that sin. 

"V. All baptized persons, whether Catholics or Protestants, 
who are guilty of the sin of heresy,incur this excommunication ; 
but here there are one or two important things to be noted. In 
the first place, it is by no means certain that all Protestants are 
heretics. The Church has not, so far as I know, issued any definition whatever on the matter; but it appears to me to be 
the common opinion, certainly among those theologians and 
eanonists whose opportunities of observation, from their resi- 
dence in couutries more or less Protetant, stamp their decision 
with greater weight, that immense numbers are not only free 
from the guilt of heresy, but even in a state of invincible, and 
therefore inculpable, ignorance. 

"'For my own part, I am, after long and thoughtful c)nside. ration of the question, decidedly of opinion that, at least in those 
countries where Protestantism is theprevailing religion, or where 
it has been for several generations established among a distinct 
religious party, the great mass of Protestants are free from the 
sin of heresy, and even in a state of invincible ignorance." 

The foregoing evidence appears to us to be deserving 
of the most serious consideration, as tending to establish 
some propositions of the gravest moment, which we hope 
our Roman Catholic friends will ever hold in mind, when 
forming a judgment of their Protestant fellow-country- 
metn. 

1st. A man may hold heretical doctrines without being a heretic ;he must be a heretic in the sight of God, other- 
wise he does not incur the sin of heresy. 

2nd. A man must be conscious that he is guilty of 
heresy, and still contumaciously persevere in it, or he is 
guilty of no sin. 

If such had been the doctrines at all times sincerely 
held and honestly acted on by the Church of Rome, and 
not invented by theological writers since the Reformation, 
to evade the difficulties and dangers which they would 
incur by propounding the original denunciations of the 
canon law in countries where they had not the power to 
enforce them, John Huss, and Jerome of Prague, to say 
nothing of a thousand others who were put to death for 
heresy, would have escaped the excruciating tortures of 
the faggot and the flames ; for, assuredly, no sane man 
who was conscious that he was guilty of heresy in the 
sight of God, could pertinaciously persist in it in the 
hour of death, when he could have avoided those tor- 
tures by simply confessing it. To suppose that any man 
would prefer meeting the God he had consciously 
offended, by a violent and painful death, to saving his life 
by asking forgiveness for the offence of which he was 
conscious, would be to suppose him insane. Nothing but 
consciousness of innocence in the sight of God, and the 
strongest conviction that death was preferable to hypo- 
crisy and apostacy from what he believed to be God's 
truth, could support any human being in the pangs of a death of agony and disgrace. 

The truth is, however, that these subtle distinctions, how- 
ever convenientor useful to Romanists in Protestant coun- 
tries, were wholly unthought of or neglected when the all- 
powerful Church of Rome had to deal with defenceless indi- 
viduals in times gone by; no one ever then dreamed of the 
Preliminary question, whether the accused was guilty of 
formal or only of material haresy; and who can doubt that 

if John Huss had pleaded that the'first of the three con- 
ditions required to make a man guilty of pertinacity did 
not exist in his case, inasmuch as the supreme authority 
of the Church of Rome to create said offence had not been 
proved to him by such evidence as obliged him to submit 
to her authority, who can doubt that his fate would 
have been accelerated, not retarded, by such a denial of 
Church authority, and his sentence, if possible, been 
rendered more severe! Of all heresies in the eye of 
Rome, disputing her supremacy has ever been deemed 
the first and greatest, as submission to her authority has 
been the supremest virtue. 

We must here observe, however, that the words of Dr. 
Hurray, just referred to, appear to be artfully ambiguous; 
for when he says that, to be a pertinacious heretic, 
a man " should have such evidence, proof, and ground of 
belief that the Roman Catholic Church is the true Church, 
and has supreme authority in teaching and defining, as 
should oblige him to submit to her authority," he 
cautiously abstains from defining what he means by the 
phrase " should oblige;" or whois to be thejudge whether 
the evidence of the supreme authority of the Roman 
Catholic Church is, or is not, sufficient to oblige a man 
to submit to it? If the Church is to judge, she will, of 
course, hold the evidence obligatory. If the heretic is to 
judge, the evidence is deficient, or he would not continue 
a heretic. The word should seemsartfully used to render 
the passage ambiguous, and cover the retreat in case of 
any one seeking to render the plea a practical one. Sup- 
pose the writer of the present article was on his trial for 
heresy, and he were to plead that he never had been able 
to discover evidence sufficient to oblige or persuade him 
to believe in the supreme authority of the Church of 
Rome to teach or define, and therefore, according to Dr. 
Murray's doctrine, though he pertinaciously rejects the 
new dogma of the Immaculate Conception, he could not be 
convicted of that pertinacity in which the guilt of heresy 
alone consists; can it be doubted that Dr. Murray's reply 
would be, that if it did not, it should have obliged him to 
submit to her authority: and if he rejoined that there was 
no such evidence as should have done so, Dr. Murray 
would reply that the Church thought it should, and that 
was enough. 

Professor Neville's fallacy is not quite so well veiled- 
as he lays it down, that "1it is not sufficient for heresy 
that you knowingly and deliberately hold a doctrine, or 
knowingly and deliberately hold it against the Catholic 
Church; but you must, besides, have the authority of the 
Catholic Church so proposed to you, thatyou will be impru- 
dent and irrational in rejecting that authority ; this con- 
stitutes pertinacity." There is here a double ambiguity; for 
what is imprudent and what irrational ? How is imprudence 
to be estimated ? i one sense, nothing can be more im- 
prudent than to set at defiance, from whatever motive, 
a tribunal, ecclesiastical or civil, which is anxious and eager, 
and powerful enough to punish if you resist it; but, surely 
the innocence or guilt of the act cannot depend upon the 
power or impotence of the party offended, and we must 
look for some other meaning of the word imprudent in 
the passage in question. Is it, then, imprudent with a 
view to setting Heaven at defiance ? How and by whom 
is such imprudence to be judgedof here bclow? Suppose 
the writer of this to plead, on his imaginary trial, that he 
conscientiously thought that the evidence adduced in 
support of the pretensions of the Church of Rome was 
so slight and unsatisfactory that he thought it would be 
most imprudent to surrender the infallible holy Scriptures 
as a guide, and resort to the decrees of Popes and Councils, 
whose fallibility he was irresistibly convinced of, and, 
moreover, highly irrational to give up his own reason to 
the unproved assumptions of others, whose reasons were 
never brought to the light to enable the world to judge 
of them; would not Professor Neville at once be driven to 
explain, that the Church, and not the culprit, were the 
judge of what was or was not imprudent and irrational, 
and that in their judgment nothing could be more 
pertinaciously heretical than his resistance of their 
authority. 

Dr. Murray says (p. 364), that, to incur the excommuni- 
cation, the person "must be a heretic in the eyes of God." 

But who is to decide this?-who to say when any doctrine 
has been proposed with such sufficient motives of credi- 
bility as to render its rejection imprudent, and involve the re- 
jecter of it in the crime, the sin of formal heresy ? 

Rome, no doubt, undertakes to decide as to intellectual 
power and moral susceptibility, and has destroyed multitudes 
who were not guilty of heresy in the sight of God. 

Those who in England suffered martyrdom during the reign 
of Queen Mary were supposed guilty of formal heresy, and 
burnt accordingly; though they felt and declared that the doc- 
trines propounded to them by the authority of the Church had 
not such motives of credibility as to be satisfactory to them; 
but that tile weight of testimony to the candid and unbiassed 
mind, taught by the written Word of God and illumined by the 
teaching of the Holy Spirit, was just the contrary. 

Roman Catholics, however, were the judges. It was for 
them to decide whether the heresy was material or formal; and 
they seem to have thought that what was conclusive to their 
own understandings ought to have been so to others also. 
They accordingly--very conscientiously, no doubt, and, possi- 
bly, even: thinking they were doing God service-burnt them, 
as being guilty of formal heresy, when at the most it was, as 
might be contended by some, material heresy only, or indeed 
no heresy at all. 

Is it clear that if Roman Catholics ever again should 
have the power to sit in judgment in these countries, 

over heretics material or formal, that they will be a whit 
more careful to distinguisli between the one class and 
the other, and that many of us might not possibly find 
ourselves, though only material heretics in theory, visited 
in practice with the punishment prescribed for the re- 
formation or destruction of formal heretics, by the 
canon law of Rome, notwithstanding the subtle dis- 
tinction of the commentators, which are not binding on 
any but those who please to act upon them. Romanism 
may possibly, out or a sense of policy or prudence, hesi- 
tate to enact over again the atrocities which, in other 
days, were perpetrated by Ir4 or under her sanction; but 
so long as the Church of Rome clains to be infallible 
and immutable we shall do well to hold our liberties 
by some tenure a little less frail and perilous than the 
subtleties of casuists or commentators on canon law. 
What the canon law expressly prescribes, and Popes 
and Bishops practised, while they had the power, with 
regard to those whom they pronounced to be guilty or 
even suspected of heresy, we propose to lay a brief sum- 
mary of before our readers at an early opportunity. 

TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
We have several letters in type which we have been 

obliged to postpone, from want of space. We hope our 
friends will excuse as jor not noticing them more particu- 
larly. 

To diminish the chance of disappointmnent, all letters should be 
fi, warded to thl- opfice by the first day of the month. 

All letters to be addressed to the Editor, 9, Upper Sackville street. 
Contributors of q1 per annunm will be furnished with six copies, 

.any of which will be forwarded, as directed, to nominees of the 
subscriber. 

The CATHoLIc LAYMAN is registered for transmission 
beyond the United Kingdom. 

Ite irt(dic falman. 
DUBLIN, JULY 17, 1856. 

WE live in times of stirring interest, when all 
parties, religious as well as political, are obliged 
to exert themselves to the utmost to maintain or 
advance their views. Everything which the 
talent and learning of any party can do in behalf 
of its own system is earnestly put forward, and 
every nerve strained to gain adherents and obtain 
the ascendancy. Who can doubt that the 
most zealous and persevering body whom the 
world has ever seen, and whose still recent exer- 
tions to bring back England to their sway prove 
that they are as active and indefatigable as ever, 
forms no exception to the general rule ? 

It is true that the time when the Church of 
Rome thought it politic to attempt to uphold 
their faith by encouraging controversial sermons 
and discussions has gone by; and that the subor- 
dinate priesthood in this country seems to have 
been silenced by the hierarchy, who probably 
think it more prudent, "in times of danger" to their 
faith, to take all such matters specially into their 
own hands: whether wisely or unwisely the re- 
sults alone can decide. 

Hence it is, that while Roman Catholic contro- 
versial sermons and public discussions are no 
more, Episcopal Pastorals are multiplied without 
end, and we have scarcely had time to digest 
one, before its successor appears to demand equal 
attention. Whether such documents be exten- 
sively read by the Roman Catholic laity, or even 
listened to with attention when read in their 
chapels, we entertain considerable doubts; but 
Protestants having nothing else to estimate the 
present state of the feelings of the Roman Ca- 
tholic Church by, there certainly never was a 
period when such pastorals attracted so much of 
the attention of the Protestant public as they do 
at present. 

Those who have been accustomed to read the 
pages of the CATHOLIC LAYMAN probably have 
a pretty good idea of the style and contents of 
many of these Episcopal missives, and more es- 
pecially those of the Most Rev. Dr. Cullen, the 
Papal legate, or delegate, in this country. 

The special "danger of the times" appears, 
however, to have called for more concentrated 
efforts than even those which a direct delegate 
from Rome could command, and we have, 
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therefore, had a special Synod of Irish Roman 
Catholic Bishops convened, in obedience to 
the Holy See, for the express object of "tak- 
ing counsel with each other upon the spiritual 
interests of the flocks committed to their charge" 

--which, 
as interpreted by themselves, appears 

to mean, to prevent the said flocks from commit- 
ting themselves to the charge of other shepherds. 

We have now before us a pastoral letter, ad- 
dressed by the Roman Catholic Archbishops and 
Bishops of Ireland to their flocks, dated Dublin, 
June 27, 1856, and purporting to emanate from a 
Synod "assembled in obedience to the wish 
of the Apostolic See," for the purpose we have 
mentioned, viz., " to take counsel with each other 
upon the spiritual interests of the flocks com- 
mitted to their charge." 

It is, in many respects, a document worthy of 
public attention, whether we consider what it 
says or what it does not say; but we regret 
to observe that, though couched in language 
not quite so offensive or specific as that of its 
precursor of the last month, from the pen of Dr. 
Cullen, it nevertheless resorts to the same un- 
worthy arts of exciting the passions and preju- 
dices of Roman Catholices against Protestants, 
which characterized the less guarded effusion 
of Dr. Cullen, which we noticed in our last num- 
ber; while it misrepresents and calumniates the 
Established religion in a manner which every 
one of these assembled prelates may, and proba- 
bly does, consider to bepolitic, but we can scarcely 
think that any one of them can be so ignorant as 
to believe to be true. 

We can make great allowance for the false 
impressions entertained by a large number of the 
uneducated laity with respect to the character of 
Protestant tenets and principles, because so much 
pains to inculcate erroneous notions into their 
minds have been studiously taken by those 
interested in misleading them; but is it pos- 
sible to believe that the Roman Catholic 
hierarchy of Ireland can be so ignorant as to 
the true state of the Established Church as 
to believe the following tirade against its 
members, whether laity or clergy, to be a true 
picture ?- 

" They have no positive teaching of their own; the 
miserable remnant of what they brought with them in 
their revolt from the true Church has either disappeared, 
or, existing only in name, is utterly powerless in their 
hands to effect the least amount of good even among their 
own adherents." (p. 5.) 

Again, take another passage (p. 4.)-- 
"1You are aware that in our days a most insidious war 

is carried on against the poorer members of our flocks, and 
thatadvantage is taken of their poverty and, sufferings to 
attempt to seduce them and their children from their holy 
religion-their only consolation amidst the unexampled 
privations they have to endure. W-e are not' to be sur- 
prised that truth should be thus assailed, or that the 
children of darkness should lay snares for the children of 
God: it was so from the beginning, and it has always been the practice of heresy to seek to reeruit its ranks by 
seducing Catholics from the profession of the true faith 
and to lead them into a state of infideliy and doubt." 

Who, to read the foregoing extracts, would 
believe that the Church thus described as having 
lost the mniserable remnant of faith is one which 
holds fast to the three ancient Creeds of the 
Catholic Church, and consists of millions of 
earnest worshippers of the ever blessed Trinity, 
and zealous upholders of the Divine nature of 
the Lord Jesus Christ, by whose merits they 
alone hope to be saved ; a Chureh whose only erime 
is that it seeks to uphold or restore " the faith as 
once .delivered to the saints," and recorded in 
the sacred Scriptures, the admittedly inspired 
writings of the Evangelists and Apostles and 
Prophets of God ? 

Willtny one of the twenty-six prelates who 
subscribed their signatures to the above quoted 
pastovaltake the Beook of Common Pnayer into 

is hands, and venture either to w sert that 
there isneo-poeitive leaching in its page, or call 

its teaching "powerless, and unable to effect the 
least amount of good I" 

Is it a miserable remnant of Christianity to 
believe in GoD THE FATHER, GOD THE Son, 
and GOD THE HOLY GHOst ? the incarnation, 
death, resurrection, ascension, and atonement of 
the Lord Jesus Christ? to be baptized in the 
name of the ever blessed Trinity, and spiritually 
to eat'the flesh and drink the blood of the Re- 
deemer of the world ? and to inculcate repentance 
and faith on the whole human family as the 
only means whereby they can be saved ? 

We ask is the above the creed of the idfidel 
or the sceptic ? and is it honest for men who 
know that such doctrines are taught and ear- 
nestly believed by every consistent and sincere 
member of the Established Church of England 
:and Ireland, to attempt to stamp upon them the 
infamy of desiring to lead any one into a state 
of infidelity or doubt ? 

We ask, again, can any intelligent man, 
Roman Catholic or Protestant, who has ever 
perused a single number of such a periodical as 
our own, believe that its conductors would not 
shrink with horror from the bare idea that their 
labours had any tendency to propagate infidelity 
or lead men into doubt ? or believe that they are 
capable of lending themselves to an attempt 
"to seduce Roman Catholics from the profession 
of their faith," by unworthy or indirect means 
of any kind whatever. 

True it is, we do earnestly and conscientiously 
protest against engrafting on what we can prove 
from the Holy Scriptures to be the pure religion 
of Christ, things which we have satisfied ourselves 
(as millions of other pious and good men have been 
solemnly convinced before us) never did form any 
part of the teaching of our Lord and his Apos- 
tles, and which, consequently, neither we nor any 
one else can find written in the sacred Scriptures 
in the original languages or any translation, Roman 
Catholic or Protestant; but to assert that we are 
"children of darkness," or "putllers down of the 
truth," merely because we refuse to accept as 
part and parcel of the Gospel those things which 
neither Roman Catholic bishops, nor any one 
else, can prove to have been handed down from 
the times of our Lord and his Apostles, is, we 
think, nothing short of a gross and wilful calumny 
-a calumny which, though it may mislead the 
ignorant, can only disgust the better informed 
members of the Roman Catholic body, and give 
rise to a well-founded distrust both of the vera- 
city and Christian charity of those who resort 
to it. 

While, however, this Synodical Pastoral 
makes no attempt to reason with either its 
opponents or its adherents, or to bring forward 
proofs of any of its extravagant assertions to 
satisty the educated laity, it condescends-to flat- 
ter the vanity of the uneducated classes, whose 
faith is considered in danger, in the following 
passages (p. 5--6.):- 

" We raise our warning voice again, and address our. 
selves especially to the poorer and more afflicted, against 
whom so cruel and unholy a war is principally undertaken. 

S You are ,engaged in a contest, not less holy, not less 
glorious, than that which won for so many of your fathers 
the confessor's reward-the martyra crown. Already 
your patience, your constancy, your devotedness to the 
faith, have made you a spectacle to the world, to angels, 
and to men; you have merited universal admiration; and 
'we are confident that, for the future, you will not prove 
1unworthy of those who have preceded you in the noble 
'struggle, nor barter for the temporal allurements held out 
to you, your eternal birthright, and thatof your children." 

Whether such fulsome appeals to the national 
vanity be either justifiable or prudent we shall 
not stop to inquire; but it is not difficult to' see 
that we have here again the charge (veiled, in- 
,deed, in more vague and general terms than those 
'of Dr. Cullen's late pastoral) of pecuniary pro- 
,selytism which, if it were, indeed, the system 
,resorted to by those zealous Protestants whom 
'these prelates in Synod brand with the title of 

"fanatical bigots," would, we ~illy admit, bi 
what they1#eseribe it to be, "a wild scheme,11r 
seducing the' poor Cathoices of Ireland from 
their faith." 

Suppose, however, that such a wild, and, we 
might add, utterly insane scheme had ever been 
attempted, which we wholly disbelieve, surely it 
is not the only or even the most dangerous 
machinery at work against the form of religion,. 
of which the writers of this pastoral are the 
sentinels and protectors in Ireland. 

The Protestant press of this country, at least, 
holds out no bribes or no seductions, nor any 
other inducements to abandon the faith of Rome, 
beyond the spread of historical and theological 
information and arguments which they consider 
favourable to the cause of truth. That press has 
now been at work for years, and is rather more 
formidable, we opine, in the eyes of the Roman 
Catholic prelates of this country than any amount 
of pecuniary proselytism, supposing it to exist, 
could be. And is it possible that so serious an ele- 
ment in this "insidious war" should pass wholly 
unnoticed by the Right Reverend Synod in Dublin 
assembled ? They cannot plead ignorance of 
what has been done, and is still doing, even in 
our own humble but widely circulated pages, to 
say nothing of many other able periodicals, 
within the last few years, which they so feelingly 
describe as " times of special danger" to their 
faith. Dr. Cullen was present, and was the first, 
as delegate of the Apostolic See, to sign the pas- 
toral. And Dr. Cullen well knows not only of 
the existence of such a paper, which he denounced 
by name in his pastoral of January last, but has 
felt by sad and mortifying experience that he is 
unable to counteract its legitimate influence-an 
influence which it exercises over men of all sides 
who value fair play, calm reasoning, and accu- 
rate information derived from the most unexcep- 
tionable sources.-without running into dangers 
of a still more formidable character; and yet the 
whole conclave of Archbishops and Bishops&con 
elude their Synod without a single attempt to 
neutralize the Protestant press, by establishing 'a 
counter-periodical, which, avoiding equally with 
the 

CATbH 
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and gratuitous abuse of its opponents, should 
prove in the face of the civilised world the 
soundness of their own pretensions, and the 
alleged hollowness of ours, in the matter of reli- 
gious teaching. 

The times are, indeed, those of "special dan- 
ger" to any religion which cannot venture to 
defend itself by calm reasoning, or submit its 
doctrines to the scrutiny of close and dispassion- 
ate investigation; and now that a deeper and 
sounder mode of controversy prevails, and men 
have been found capable of carrying- it on in.a- 
mild and Christian spirit, the old-fashionedg 
and common methods of bullying and vituperation 
can no longer be resorted to with success ; and itis 
as satisfactory to Protestants, as it must be dis- 
couraging to Roman Catholics, to find that even 
a formal Synod convened for the purpose, can do 
nothing better than calumniate and abuse theirop- 
ponents, and that they are as unable as Dr. Cullen 
to devise any other means either of protecting the 
spiritual interests of their flocks, or of reconciling 
those who are out of the fold to re-enter it, than the 
unworthy ones which we have already referred to. 

We have, moreover, the comfort of knowing 
!that the age in which such modes of dealing with 
-religious opponents is fast passing away. Sooner 
-or later mankind will get tired and disgusted 
with hearing nothing better than the reverbera- 
tions of falsehood and abuse. The resources of 
truth and fair inquiry are inexhaustible as they 
are various, and, in the long.run, cannot fil to 
triumph over the monotonous dutness of ealumny 
and ill-will. Once let the world see that Io- 
'man Catholic Bishops can condescend to nu- 
truth while they 

eannotu 
Amture to reasoa, " 
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their eirpa-over. the human mind.will be at an 
end: in; every countryt where. eduation and 

ilised, life are not extInguished by the iron 
land of despotism or eeclesiastical tyranny. 

In the, meantime,, let. us steadily persevere in 
our endeavours to plead the cause of truth and 
harity in the only mauner becoming such a 
tored cause, and never lose sight of that Chris- 

flan candour and forbearance which true religion 
alone can inspire. Let us strive to live down the 
alaumnies of our foes, and never despair of con- 

verting to the truth even those who are at pre- 
sent the most bitterly opposed to us, and appa- 
tently hopeless. For ourselves we despair of 
none, and pray for all our fellow-countrymen, 
that it may please the Giver of all good gifts in 
His own good time to bring all men to a know- 
ledge of the truth, and make all one fold under 
one shepherd, JESUS CHRIST, His Son, our 
Lord. 

HOW TO BECOME A ROMAN CATHOLIC. 
TRUGoH we have already drawn so largely on the late 
charge of the Archbishop of Dublin in another page of our 
present number, we cannot refrain from giving our readers 
the following further extract upon another subject, which, 
inaour judgment, throws a vivid light upon what is to many 
Protestant minds a dark and mysterious problem, very 
dflfoalt of satisfactory solution, viz., how is it possible that 
those who have been educated in Protestant freedom should 
ever lapse into the spiritual slavery of the Church of Rome ? 
We think his Grace has, with his usual acutaeness, disco- 
vered the true clue to the apparent enigma. Such conver- 
sions are not the results of intellectual conviction, but mere 
acts of the witll. 

Can such an act end in giving rest to the intellect or 
peace to the mind? 

" It is a remarkable fact that of the persons who have 
joined the Roman Catholic Church a large proportion are of 
a character the very opposite to that from which most would 
have anticipated such a result. They are persons not dis- 

nguished by excessive self-distrust, or a tendency to ex- 
cessive and unreasonable deference and submissiveness, 
and a readiness on slight grounds to acquiesce in what is 
said; but in all respects the very opposite of all this; arro- 
gpt, self-confident, wilful, indocile, disdainful of any one 
who opposes their views, and inclined to demand stronger 
proof of anything they are called on to believe than the 
case admits of, or than a reasonable man would require. 
Ybt, such persons are found yielding to one of the worst 
spported claims that ever was set up, and assenting to a 
long list of most paradoxical propositions, every one of 
which has a vast mass of evidence against it, and hardly 
anything that can be called an argument in its favour. 

" The case seems to be that a reaction takes place in a 
mind of this description; and the individual rushes with a 
vehemence that is quite characteristic from one extreme 
to the opposite. He is weary of inquiring, discussing, in- 
vestigating, answering objections, and forming a judgment 
on.a multitude of separate points, and so resolves to cut short, at once, all this disquieting fatigue, by accepting, implicitly, the decisions on all points of an authority which demands 
submission, not on the ground of a conviction of the under- 
standing, but as an act of the will, commanding us to 
stifle doubts, and shun inquiry, and set evidence at de- 
fiance. 

" Such is almost the very language of one of the converts 
in question. ' Don't stand at the door arguing; but enter 
the great home of the soul; enter, and adore....... 
Faith ever begins with a venture, and is rewarded with 
sight. . . . . . Such a person is under no duty to wait 
for clearer light. He will not have, he cannot expect, 
clearer light before conversion. Certainty, in the highest 
sense, is the reward of those who, by an act of the will, embrace the truth, when nature, like a coward, shrinks. 
You must make a venture. Faith is a venture, before a 
man is a Catholic, and " grace after it."' (" Loss and 
gain.") Such a man is like one, who, being the proprietor of some great manufacturing, or commercial, or agricul- 
tural concern, becomes weary of looking after a multitude 
of details in the various departments of the business, and 
watching the various persons employed in it, and thereupon 
resolves to throw the whole superintendence into the hands 
of an agent, provided with an ample power-of-attorney, and entrusted with unlimited control throughout. 

"This may be a very wise course, supposing the agent 
fixed onbe one whom there aregood grouuds for thus trust- 
ing, as thoroughly well qualified both in point of skill and 
of integrity. But nothing can be a more monstrous ab- 
surdity, supposing him fixed on at random, on no grounds 
bet his own boastful and unsmpported pretensions, and 
merely because the proprietor resolved that he wouid fully 
tbultome one, amnonly one. Hb 

has,.indeed, 
thuscleared himelf of a muhitude of cares and difficulties and respon- 

d!ibies, but at the risk of a universal and total ruin. And 
tie convert who proceeds in an analogous manner, has 
exchanged a number of questions on thWs, that, and the 

other point for os, whiii, however, comprehends in it all 
the rest-together, antprements a greatdieulty besidesof 
.itself Flr he wie has adopted a multitude do errors in 
thelump, on the autority, of a guide, whom he hasuno 
reason to trust, is r ponsible for all and, eakh o those 
errors, and for thatbfrchooing, by auere'sotof will, sthb 
a guide, in additionw "A manwho adopts this course is likely to obtain little 
or nothing ofthattranquillity of mtind ch he had hoped 
for, and for which he had paid so dear. Inproportio as 
he is intelligentand thoughtful, he will be baunted. 

with, the suspicion, 'Is there nota lie in my right hand?' Was 
I justified in shutting the eyes God gave me, and giving 
myself up to be-led by a blind guide ? Is not the well- 
compacted fabric of faith built on a foundation of sand?' 
And the more he resolves to turn away his thoughts from 
evidence, and to banish doubts, the-more he will feel that 
there are doubts unresolved, and that evidence is against 
him. A frn daeterminsAion of the will to believe he-will' 
find to be far different from a real firm belief. And he 
will probably end-where some, it is likely, have begun-- in securing that alone which alone does lie within the reach 
of will, a vehement protetation of belief, and inculca- 
tion of it on othersi with a full conviction, indeed, of the 
usefulness of his religion, as a means of influencing the 
vulgar, and 

nsatisfying 
their craving for some devotional 

exercise, but with little or no conviction of its truth. 
" 

uch a state of-mind is likely to be fostered-perhaps 
generated by some writers of no small popularity in the 
present day. One of'them, deriding and censuring all 
appeals to evidbace of the truth of Christianity, urges men 
to embrace it merely from 'feeling the want of it.' He 
himself at one time embraced Socinianism and at another, 
German- Tramwseadentalism, from such feelings of want. 
And the ' want' of a deliverer from the Roman yoke 
led the Jews of old to reject the true Christ, and to follow 
false pretenders. " Again, a reviewer of the life of Gibbon (in Fraser's 
Magazine) attributes the historian's infidelity to his study 
of the evidences of Christianity. And he would have people 
taught that the truth of the Gospel never was denied by 
any one! 

" Another reviewer (of the Life of Baxter, in the Edin- 
burgh) tells us, with marvellous ignorance, or trust in the 
reader's ignorance, that 'the Apostles denounced un- 
belief as sin'--not, as is the fact, because they offered 
'many infallible proofs;' but without any proof at all. 
And he assures us that inquiry into the evidences of 
Christianity is likely to lead to disbelief of it. 

" That an avowed infidel should say this is nothing 
strange; but it is truly wonderful that writers apparently 
zealous in the cause of Christianity should not perceive 
that they are dofeatnug their own object, and that a decla- 
ration from a professed believer that inquiry into the evi- 
dences of Christianity is likely to end in rejection of it 
does more to produce infidelity than the most ingenious 
objections of all the professed unbelievers in existence." 

GEttspGubkuxt. 
ON TRANSUBSTANTIATION. 

TO THE EDITOR OF THE CATHOLIC LAYMAN. 

SIR,-I have, as you justly observed in your last num- 
ber, a very great respect for the doctrines which St. 
Augustine held; and, as a farther proof that transub- 
stantiation was one of those doctrines, I will bring for- 
ward other quotations from his writings, which I hope 
you and the readers of your journal will study carefully. 

The saint, in explaining our Lord's words, viz.:-" Itt 
is the spirit that quickeneth; the flesh profiteth no- 
thing," John vi., 64, says-" What means, the flesh 
profits nothing? It profits nothing, as they understood 
it; for they understood flesh as it is torn in pieces in a 
dead body, or sold in the shambles, and not as it is ani- 
mated by the spirit. Wherefore, it is said the flesh pro- 
fiteth nothing; in the same manner as it is said, ' Know- 
ledge puffeth up.' I. Cor. viii., 1. Must we, then, fly 
from knowledge? God forbid? What, then, means, 
' Knowledge puffeth up ?' That is, if it be alone, with- 
out charity; therefore, the apostle added, ' but charity 
edifieth.' Join, therefore, charity to knowledge, and 
knowledge will be profitable, not by itself, but through 
charity; so, here also, the flesh profiteth nothing, viz, 
the flesh alone. Let the spirit be joined with the flesh, 
as charity is to be joined with knowledge, and then it 
profits much. For, if the flesh profiteth nothing, the 
Word (Christ) would not have been made flesh, that He 
might dwell in us."--Treatise (27th) on St. John. Will 
that satisfy you? Now, did St. Augustine believe in 
transubstantiation ? Who will have the hardihood, after 
reading this extract, to assert that he did not?- But, 
you urge, St. Augustine employs the word 

"Laigt" 
in 

other places, when speaking of the Eucharist. I know 
he does, but can you not see what he means by it? He 
simply means that the outward forms of bread and wine 
are a sign or figure. The following passa~, however, 
from his writings, ought to set the matter for ever at 
rest, as far as that almost inspired saint is concerned., 
viz.:-" Thou hast," says he, "'life everlasting in the 
ministration of thy. body and blood. Tho art life ever- 
lasting itself, and thou givest not in thy flesh and blood 

butthat1 which thysetW art." Tat Isi cFertainly very 
plain. Read it again. 

ou; say that the Cbhuh,of. Rome, rontrary tozlti- quity4--i~ onarmy to the plain evidence of the, 
asserts' tat "Chriistc is substantially and c yorpr present." I confess, ideed, that my senses amdcover p- 
thing in the sacrament buatbread and 

winer 
and that I 

do not seeanor taste tfleeksh and blood of Christ. But 
Mr. Bditor, Christ tell# me--" Blessed are they tI4 have not seen, and have believed." John xx., 29. 1 
would then incline to say with St. Thomas Aquinas:- 

" In touch, taste, sight; although deceived we be, 
The word of God is-quite enough for me; 
What God deelares is true, I 

.must 
believe; 

The word of trath.itself cannot deceive." 
And. withQueen .ElabethI before her apostacy :-. 

j Christ we the. word that spake it, 
He took the breadand brake it; 
And what thlat wordiid;make it, ThatI believe, and take it:' 

With all Christendom, for fifteen centuries, I would 
sooner believe the testimony of my divine Saviour, than 
the testimony of my senses; to speak more correctly, I 
am not obliged to disbelieve the testimouy of my, senses, 
for, you know, or aught to know, that what we 
perceive of anything, by our senses, is not. the sub- 
stance of the thing itself, but mere accident, such 
as form, colour, taste, &c., &c. Now, it is very evi- 
dent that God, to whom nothing is impossible, may 
very easily change the substance of a thing, and yet con- 
tinue the accidents, or cause it to make upon our sensgs 
the same impression which it did before. This is exactly 
what I believe of the Eucharist, and is it, I ask, urn- 
reasonable ? 

Now, let us see whether the Church of Rome is con- 
trary to antiquity in asserting that Christ is substantially 
and corporeally present in the Eucharist. To prove that 
your assertion is false, and that there is a perfect concord 
between the Church of Rome and " antiquity" on the 
doctrine in question, I will give a few extracts from the 
writings of the most ancient and renowned of the Fathers. 
I shall only quote two or three to avoid being tedious, 
viz. :-" As Jesus Christ incarnate had flesh and blood 
for our salvation, so are we taught that the Eucharist is 
the flesh and blood of the same Jesus incarnate." Justip 
Martyr, Apol. ii These are very plain words. "As the 
Son liveth by the Father, even so do we by His flesh.* 
St. Hilary, LL 8. " The bread which our Lord gave to 
his disciples, being changed, not in shape, but in nature, 
by the omnipotence of the Word, is made flesh." St. 
Cyprian, Ser. 

"Though by nature of our flesh we are corruptible, 
yet by participation of life we are reformed to the pror. 
perty of life. For not only our souls were to be lifted 
up by the Holy Ghost to life everlasting, but this rude, 
gross, terrestrial body of ours is to be reduced to inm- 
mortality by touching, tasting, and eating this agree. 
able food of Christ's body. And when, Christ saith-I 
will raise him up, he meaneth that this body which he 
eateth shall raise him up." St. Cyril. 

" I do, therefore, now rightly believe that the bread 
sanctified by the word of God is changed into the body 
of God, the Word. Not so that by being eaten it be,- 
comes the body of the Word, but because it is suddenly 
changed into his body by this word, ' This is my body.' 
And this is effected by the virtue of benediction, by 
which the nature of those things which appear are 
transelemented into it." St. Gregory Nyssen, Orat, 
Catech. 

" Before it be consecrated it is but bread, but when 
the words of consecration come, it is the body of Christ." 
St. Ambrose. Lib. 4 de Sac., chap. 5. Now, is the 
Church of Rome opposed to antiquity ? 

Your humble servant, 
WLLLut RouRaE. 

Passage, July 1, 1856. 
We feel it necessary, in order to prevent this discussion 

with Mr. Rourke from running on to an interminable 
length, to recal his attention to the exact point in dispute. 

Our correspondent professes himself to be a believer in 
transubstantiation. This doctrine is defined in the cate. 
chism of the Council of Trent to mean, that the true 
physical body, bones, and sinews of Christ (verum Christi 
corpus, ossa, et nervos) are present in the Eucharist, under 
the outward form of bread and wine. (Cat. Cone. Trid., 
p. 189, Lips. 1851.) This is the point which is to be 
proved. Mr. Rourke first adduced the words of cousecra& 
tion in the Eucharist, "This is my body." We urged that 
these words do not prove that the bread is changed into the 
actual bodyofChrist; for we find thatour Lord inmmediately 
added, with reference to the other part of the Eucharist, " This cup is the New Testament in my blood ;" and no 
one can reasonably maintain, that the cup was changed 
into a Testament, or was physically identical with it. 
Our correspondent, in his next letter, fell back on the 
Fathers, and quoted, among others, a passage from S8 
Augustine, in which it is said, that " our Lord carried his 
body in his own hands." We proved, by a reference to 
another statement in theworks of that emineanwFather4 
that St. Augustine called the Bucharist the sign of the body 
of Christ; and we inferred, that it was only reasonable to 
suppose, that, in accordance with Scripture usage he 
spoke of the sign under the character of the thing signified. 
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